Introducing MICHAEL DOWD at CHRISTIAN events

The Reverend MICHAEL DOWD is one of the more inspiring speakers in America today. He has been called “America’s evolutionary evangelist” and he has hosted an audio series of interviews online, titled “Evolutionary Christianity.”

Michael’s book, Thank God for Evolution, has been endorsed by 6 Nobel laureates and other science luminaries, including noted skeptics, and by religious leaders across the spectrum. His bridge-building ministry has been featured in The New York Times, LA Times, Washington Post, and Discover Magazine, and he has appeared on national television.

Since April 2002, Michael and his wife (popular science writer Connie Barlow) have lived entirely on the road, providing Sunday services and workshops at more than 1,600 churches and other organizations across North America.

Rev. Dowd will present a richly illustrated talk here on ____________[date and time]. The title: ____________.

Michael and Connie support their itinerant educational ministry mostly by selling their books and professionally produced DVDs of their best and most popular programs. Please visit Michael’s product table ____________[where].